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Abstract. An increasing number of applications depend on efficient storage and
analysis features for XML data. Hence, query optimization and efficient evaluation
techniques for the emerging XQuery standard become more and more important.
Many XQuery queries require nested expressions. Unnesting them often introduces
binary grouping.
We introduce several algorithms implementing binary grouping and analyze their time
and space complexity. Experiments demonstrate their performance.

1

Motivation

Optimization and efficient evaluation of queries over XML data becomes more and more
important because an increasing number of applications work with XML data. In XQuery
– the emerging standard query language for XML – queries including restructuring or aggregation often require nested queries. For example, the following query returns for each of
the fifty richest persons of the world the number of countries with smaller gross domestic
product (GDP) than the person’s total capital.
for $p in document("richest-fifty.xml")//person
return
<result>
<person> { $p/name } </person>
<count-richer> {
count(for $c in document("countries.xml")//country
where $p/capital gt $c/gdp
return $c) }
</count-richer>
</result>
This query combines data of two different documents and performs grouping and aggregation over the XML data. Note that each country can contribute to the count of multiple
persons, and that a non-equality predicate is used to relate items from both documents.
Direct nested evaluation of this query is highly inefficient because for each person the
nested FLWR expression is evaluated, demanding a scan of the countries document. Fortunately, the query can be unnested introducing binary grouping [19]. Moreover, optimizers
can then apply algebraic equivalences to further improve performance. However, efficient
implementations for binary grouping are not available yet. If they were, the optimizer could
choose among them, ensuring an efficient query evaluation. We fill this gap and present several main-memory algorithms for implementing binary grouping. Further, we analyze their
time and space complexity. The different algorithms will require different conditions to hold.
Enumerating them then enables the query optimizer to select the most efficient implementation of binary grouping for a given situation. Experiments demonstrate that performance
can be improved by orders of magnitude. Due to space constraints, we restrict ourselves
to the formulation of algorithms working on sets of tuples. However, an extension to bags
or sequences is not difficult (see Section 5). Let us stress that binary grouping is useful

not only in the context of XQuery. It has also been successfully applied to unnest nested
OQL-queries [21, 5] and to evaluate complex OLAP queries [2].
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the definition of binary grouping
and surveys properties of predicates and aggregate functions. They form the basis for the
selection of an efficient implementation for the binary grouping operator. The main contribution of this paper – Section 3 – introduces several algorithms for binary grouping and
analyzes their time and space complexity. Section 4 gives some performance results. Section 5 discusses how to extend our algorithms to bags or sequences and its implications. In
Section ?? we outline how the binary grouping operator can be integrated into query optimizers. We summarize algebraic equivalences which ensure that query optimizers can find
efficient query evaluation plans containing the binary grouping operator. Before concluding
this paper, Section 6 reviews related work.

2

Preliminaries

Before we can describe the implementations of the binary grouping operator, we need to
introduce some notation and definitions. Most of the material is well known.
Based on the properties we define shortly, we can choose the most efficient implementation of the binary grouping operator.
2.1

The Algebra

We will only present the operators needed for our exposition. For an extensive treatment of
our algebra we refer to [5]. Our framework is extendible to sequences as required in XQuery
(cf. [19] for this algebra and related work).
The algebra works on sets of unordered tuples. Each tuple contains a set of variable
bindings representing the attributes of the tuple. Single tuples are constructed by using the
standard [·] brackets. The concatenation of tuples and functions is denoted by ◦. The set
of attributes defined for an expression e is defined as A(e). The set of free variables of an
expression e is defined as F(e).
For an expression e1 possibly containing free variables and a tuple t, e1 (t) denotes the
result of evaluating e1 where bindings of free variables are taken from variable bindings
provided by t – this requires F(e1 ) ⊆ A(t). Note that this can also be used for function
application. We denote NULL values by .
The semantics of the binary grouping operator is defined by the map operator (χ) and
the selection (σ). If their input is the empty set (∅), their output is also empty.
Let us briefly recall selection with predicate p defined as σp (e) := {x|x ∈ e, p(x)} and
map defined as χa:e2 (e1 ) := {y ◦ [a : e2 (y)]|y ∈ e1 }. The latter extends a given input tuple
y ∈ e1 by a new attribute a whose value is computed by evaluating e2 (y).
Definition 1. We define the binary grouping operator as:
e1 Γg;A1 θA2 ;f e2 := χg:f (σA1 θA2 (e2 )) (e1 )
In this definition we call e1 grouping input and e2 aggregation input.
Note that the result of the binary grouping operator is empty if and only if the grouping
input evaluates to an empty set. When the aggregation input is empty we assume that f (∅)
is well-defined, and f (∅) is returned as the result. In many cases f will be an aggregation
function such as sum. Figure 1 presents an example of the evaluation of the map operator
and the binary grouping operator. We will reuse this example in the remainder of the paper.
By id we denote the identity function.
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(R1 )Γa;A1 =A2 ;id (R2 ) ≡
χa:id(σA1 =A2 (R2 )) (R1 )

(R1 )Γa;A1 =A2 ;count (R2 ) ≡
χa:count(σA1=A2 (R2 )) (R1 )

A1
a
1 h[1, 2], [1, 3]i
2 h[2, 4], [2, 5]i
3
h[3, ]i

A1
1
2
3

a
2
2
0

Fig. 1. Example for map operator and binary grouping operator

2.2

Properties of Predicates

To find the most efficient implementation for binary grouping, we take a closer look at
the properties of predicates. Therefore, we distinguish, for example, symmetric, irreflexive
predicates (6=) from antisymmetric, transitive predicates (<, ≤, >, ≥).
2.3

Properties of Aggregate Functions

Aggregate functions can be decomposable and reversible [4]. These properties help us to find
the most efficient implementation for binary grouping. To make the paper self-contained, we
recall the definitions of these properties.
The definitions are given in terms of sets, but extensions to bags and sequences are valid.
Only the definition of disjoint set union and the empty set need to be adjusted to the bulk
type as follows:
.

bulk type
∅
∪
set
empty set
disjoint set union
bag
empty bag
bag union
sequence empty sequence append sequence
Let N be the codomain of a scalar aggregate function f : X → N over some set X. of
tuples. In the definitions below, we will make use of (sub-) sets X, Y , and Z, with X = Y ∪ Z
and Y ∩ Z = ∅.
Definition 2. We say f : X → N is decomposable if there exist functions
α : X → N′
β : N ′, N ′ → N ′
γ : N′ → N
with f (X) = γ(β(α(Y ), α(Z)))
Decomposable aggregate functions allow us to aggregate on subsets of the whole data and
combine the results of these computations to the aggregate over the whole data. Obviously,
the common aggregate functions are decomposable.
Definition 3. A decomposable scalar function f : X → N is called reversible if for β
there exists a function β −1 : N ′ , N ′ → N ′ with
f (Z) = γ(β −1 (α(X), α(Y )))
.

for all X, Y , and Z with X = Y ∪ Z and Y ∩ Z = ∅.
Reversible scalar aggregates allow us to compute the value of an aggregate function over
some subset by computing the aggregate function over some superset. Using this result, we
can use the inverse function β −1 to compute the desired value for the subset. As examples
sum, count, and avg are reversible, min and max are not.
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α
s c
5 2
9 2
0 0
14 4
(a) after matching
A1
1
2
3

β −1
γ
A2 s c
A2 a
1 9 2
1 4.5
2 5 2
2 2.5
3 14 4
3 3.5
(b) 6=-table

A2
1
2
3

β
γ
a
A2 a
14 4
1 3.5
2 4.5
9 2
3
0 0
(c) ≤-table

Fig. 2. Example of the reversible aggregate function avg

For function avg, we define α(X) = [s : sum(X), c : |X|] computing the sum and
cardinality of each group, β([s : s1 , c : c1 ], [s : s2 , c : c2 ]) = [s : s1 + s2 , c : c1 + c2 ],
β −1 ([s : s1 , c : c1 ], [s : s2 , c : c2 ]) = [s : s1 − s2 , c : c1 − c2 ] combining the sums and counts of
two groups, and γ([s : s1 , c : c1 ]) = [a : s1 /c1 ] yielding the average for each group.
The θ-table proposed in [4] exploits the properties of decomposable and reversible aggregate functions. Conceptually, the θ-table is an array with an entry for each group that stores
data collected during aggregation. First, partial aggregation for some subset of the matching data is done. Then the results of the first step are combined to the final result for each
group. The first step avoids duplicate work and is the source of improved efficiency, while
the second step benefits from the properties of the predicate and the aggregation function.
To make this more concrete, let us assume that after matching the grouping input and
aggregation input the θ-table contains the data shown in Figure 2(a). In case of the 6=-table,
aggregation is done with data matched with = instead of 6=. In addition, the values for sum
and count over the whole data set are collected in an auxiliary entry shown in the last row
of the table (c.f. Fig. 2(b)). This auxiliary entry is used to obtain the sum and count values
of each group using function β −1 . The final result is computed using function γ. For the first
row in Figure 2(b) we have β −1 ([14, 4], [5, 2]) = [14 − 5, 4 − 2] = [9, 2] and γ([9, 2]) = 4.5.
With a ≤-table aggregation is only done on the closest matching group. The final result of
each group is computed in a walk backwards through the table, incrementally combining the
aggregated values of each group using function β. Applying function γ to each group yields
the final result for each group. For the second row in Figure 2(c), we have β([0, 0], [9, 2]) =
[9, 2] and γ([9, 2]) = 4.5.

3

Algorithms

Before we present the algorithms for the binary grouping operator, let us enumerate desirable
characteristics of these implementations. First, these implementations must be correct. For
each algorithm, we will clearly state assumptions that must be met to apply this algorithm.
Second, these implementations should be flexible enough to support duplicate-preserving or
order-preserving variations. Hence, they should support different bulk types for both the
grouping input and the aggregation input, particularly the ones mentioned in Section 2. In
Section 5 we describe how our implementations must be accommodated to these requirements.
3.1

Notation

The following notation will be used in the complexity formulas to describe the time and
space complexity of the various algorithms:
f := duplication factor
g := storage space per group
α := load factor of the hash table
l := Θ(1 + α)
n := max(|e1 |, |e2 |)
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The duplication factor as defined in [1] is the ratio of the number of tuples before duplicate
elimination to the number of tuples after duplicate elimination. Note that α, the load factor
of the hash table, changes while values are inserted into the hash table. We will ignore this
fact and use the load factor as an upper bound after all values have been inserted into
the hash table. Therefore, all complexity formulas will represent upper bounds. For brevity
reasons, we denote l = Θ(1 + α) as the time for a lookup in the hash table [6], and n as the
maximum cardinality of both inputs.
In the exposition of each alternative algorithm we will follow the same basic structure:
First, we state the assumptions on the predicate and the aggregate function as introduced
in Section 2. Then, we present the algorithm in pseudo code and deduce the time and
space complexity from the code. Finally, we explain implementation details. All operators
are implemented as iterators [10] consisting of an open function for initialization, a next
function which returns one result tuple of the operator for each call, and a close function
that does some deinitialization. The implementations in our experiments are set-based. The
pseudo code uses the following notations:
p(x, y) – returns the result of evaluating the predicate A1 θA2 , where
A1 ∈ A(e1 ), A2 ∈ A(e2 ), and θ a comparison as described in
Section 2
T – a tuple of either input
G – a tuple representing a group
GT – an auxiliary grouping tuple
ζα (G) – initializes a tuple G appropriately for α,
α(G, T ) – returns the result of evaluating function α on a group G with
tuple T from the aggregation input
β(G1 , G2 ), – return the result of evaluating β and β −1 on groups G1 and G2
β −1 (G1 , G2 )
γ(G) – returns the result of γ on a group G
Figure 3 summarizes the algorithms we present in this paper. The left part of the table
contains the algorithms with their time and space complexity derived from their code. The
right part of the table surveys the assumptions for each algorithm. Thus, this table can be
used as a guide to the most efficient implementation. The assumptions are related to the
inputs e1 and e2 , the predicate A1 θA2 , and the function f as used in Definition 1.
The last column indicates the ratio of improvement in execution time over the direct
nested evaluation of the nested query. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves only to sorted
input for both the grouping and aggregation input for an input size that all algorithms were
capable to evaluate. We use the algorithm NestedSort as the basis defining it as ∆ = 1.0.
For some algorithms ranges for ∆ are given because they are applicable for different types of
predicates. Values of ∆ > 1.0 indicate an improvement by a factor ∆. Obviously, algorithms
with more assumptions evaluate up to three orders of magnitude faster than the nestedloops-based algorithms with fewer assumptions. The algorithms at the bottom of the table
perform in linear time compared to quadratic time in the general case of nested evaluation.
In general algorithms that require sorted input demand constant space while hash-based
algorithms use linear space in the size of the grouping input.
3.2

Direct Evaluation of Nested Query

Nested evaluation is most generally applicable and the basis of comparison for implementations of the binary grouping operator.
Assumptions There are no assumptions on the structure of the nested query.
Implementation In general, nested queries are implemented by calling the nested query for
each tuple given to the map operator. However, more efficient techniques were proposed to
evaluate nested queries [12]. The general idea is to memoize the result of the nested query
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Algorithm
Time

Name

l
f

|e1 ||e2 |
l
|e
||e
|
+ (l + f1 )|e1 |
1
2
f
1
(l + f )|e1 |+

Nested
NLBinGroup
HashBinGroup

O(( |ef1 | + |e2 |) lg |ef1 | )
O((|e1 | + |e2 |) lg |ef1 | )
l(|e1 | + |e2 |) + |ef1 |

|e1 |
+
f

TreeBinGroup
EQBinGroup
NestedSort
SortBinGroup
LTSortBinGroup
S sorted

Space

1
|e ||e2 |
f 1
1
|e ||e2 |
f 1

|e1 | + |e2 |

SY symmetric
T transitive

Assumptions
e1 e2 A1 θA2 f

∆

g
|e |
f 1
g
|e |
f 1
(1+g)|e1 |
f

-

- 0.95-1.2
- 0.65-0.75
- ¬SY, T D
1300

g
|e |
f 1
g
|e |
f 1

-

- ¬SY, T D
SY RE

O(1)
O(1)
O(1)

S
S
S

S ¬SY, T -

1300
1850
1.0
1.1-1.2
2100

D decomposable
RE reversible

Fig. 3. Assumptions and complexity for the implementations of the binary grouping operator

for each binding of the nested query’s free variables. When the same combination of free
variables is encountered, the result of the previous computation is returned. In general, a
hash table would be employed for memoizing which demands linear space in the size of the
grouping input. For sorted grouping input, only the last result needs to be stored resulting
in constant space.
We have implemented both strategies, and we will refer to these strategies by Nested
and NestedSort. Because of its simplicity we omit the pseudo code for the nested strategies and restrict ourselves to the analysis of the complexity (cf. Fig. 3). Both strategies
expose quadratic time complexity because the nested query must be executed for each value
combination of free variables generated by the outer query. In absence of duplicates, this is
also true when memoization is used.
3.3

Nested-Loop-Implementation of Binary Grouping

NLBinGroup
Assumptions There are no assumptions on the predicate, the aggregate function, or the
sortedness of any input.
Implementation We call the naive nested-loops-based implementation proposed in [2, 10]
NLBinGroup. The pseudo code for this algorithm is shown in Figure 4(a). Most work is
done in function open. First, the grouping input is scanned, and all groups are detected
and stored in a hash table (l|e1 | time). Most of the following algorithms will follow this
pattern. Next, the aggregation input is scanned once for each group in the hash table. The
tuples from the aggregation input are matched with the tuple of the current group using
the predicate. This matching phase is similar to a nested-loop join and requires O( fl |e1 ||e2 |)
time. When a match is found, function α is used for aggregation. After this matching phase
a traversal through all groups in the hash table is done to execute function γ to finalize the
groups ( |ef1 | time). The complete complexity formulas can be found in Figure 3.
From the complexity equations we see that this algorithm introduces some overhead
compared to the hash-based case of Nested because several passes through the hash table
are needed. Hence, the time complexity is slightly higher then the direct nested evaluation.
The following sections discuss more efficient algorithms for restricted cases.
3.4

Implementation of Binary Grouping with = or 6=-Predicate

EQBinGroup
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Open
1 open e1
 detect
2 while T
3
do
4
5
6
7

groups
← next e1
G ← HT.Lookup(T )
if G does not exist
then G ← HT.Insert(T )
 initialize group
ζα (G)

close e1
 match aggregation input to groups
8 open e2
9 while T ← next e2
10
do for each group G
in the HT
11
do if p(G , T )
12
then G ← α(G, T )
13 close e2
14 htIter ← HT.Iterator

Open
1 open e1
2 ζα (GT )
 initialize group tuple
3 while T ← next e1
4
do G ← HT.Lookup(T )
5
if G does not exist
6
then G ← HT.Insert(T )
 initialize group
7
ζα (G)
8 close e1
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

open e2
while T ← next e2
do G ← HT.Lookup(T )
if G exists
then G ← α(G , T )
if predicate is 6=
then GT ← α(GT, T )
close e2
htIter ← HT.Iterator

Next
1
2
3

 next group in the hash table
if G ← htIter .Next
then return γ(G )
else return

Close
1 HT.CleanUp

Next
1 if G ← htIter .Next
2
then if predicate is 6=
3
then G ← β −1 (G , GT )
4
return γ(G)
5
else return
Close
1

HT.CleanUp
(b) EQBinGroup

(a) NLBinGroup

Fig. 4. Pseudo code of NLBinGroup and EQBinGroup

Assumptions For the predicate, we assume a conjunction of symmetric predicates (e.g. =
or 6=). All clauses need to be of the same type. That is, all clauses either can be equality or
inequality. In Section 5 we explain how to relax this constraint. If the predicate is not an
equivalence relation, the aggregate function must be decomposable and reversible.
Implementation We generalize the 6=-Table defined in [4] for predicate 6=. Instead of an
array, we use a hash table to store an arbitrary number of groups. When collision lists do
not degrade, the asymptotic runtime will not change, however. The algorithm in Figure 4(b)
extends NLBinGroup.
In function Open detecting all groups requires l|e1 | time. In line 11 we do matching with
equality for both kinds of predicates. But in line 15 all tuples are aggregated in a separate
tuple GT using function α if the predicate is 6=. Alltogether matching requires l|e2 | time.
When we return the result in a final sweep through the hash table ( |ef1 | time) we have
to apply the reverse function β −1 when the predicate is 6= (cf. line 3 in Next). For that,
we use the auxiliary grouping tuple GT and the group G matched with = and compute the
aggregation result for 6=. For scalar aggregate functions, this computation can be done in
constant time and space. For both types of predicates, groups are finalized using function γ.
Compared to the directly nested evaluation and hash-based grouping, the time complexity can be improved to linear time and linear space complexity (cf. Fig. 3).
Figure 5 shows how EQBinGroup implements the idea of the 6=-table introduced in
Section 2. Figure 5(b) shows the content of the hash table after function open. For each
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R2
R1
A2 B
A1
1 2
1
1 3
2
2 4
3
2 5
(a) Input data

(R1 )Γa;A1 6=A2 ;avg(B) (R2 )
A1
a
1
h[1, 5, 2]i
2
h[2, 9, 2]i
h[3, 0, 0]i
3
GT
h[ , 14, 4]i
(b) After open

(R1 )Γa;A1 6=A2 ;avg(B) (R2 )
A1
a
1
h[1, 4.5]i
2
h[2, 2.5]i
h[3, 3.5]i
3
GT
h[ , 14, 4]i
(c) Final result

Fig. 5. Example of the evaluation of EQBinGroup

detected group, the tuple for attribute a stores the value of attribute A1 , the sum, and the
count of all matching tuples of the group. The additional tuple GT is added at the bottom of
the table. Note that the group with value 3 did not find any match, but a properly initialized
tuple for it exists in the hash table. Applying function β −1 to each group and GT and then
function γ as described in Section 2 produces the final result (cf. Fig. 5(c)).
3.5

Implementation of Binary Grouping with ≤-Predicate

Assumptions These algorithms are applicable if the predicate is antisymmetric, transitive,
and the aggregate function is decomposable; no assumptions are made on the sortedness of
any inputs.
However, the predicate may only contain exactly one clause. Similar to the EQBinGroup
operator, we can relax this constraint. We will come back to this point in Section 5.
In [4] an implementation of θ-Tables based on an array containing the groups is proposed.
The authors already mentioned the idea of using a balanced search tree instead of an array.
However, they missed to give the precise conditions for applicability we listed above.
In this paper we investigate a hash table and a balanced binary search tree to implement
the ≤-table proposed in [4]. The advantage of this approach compared to using an array is
that no upper bound for the number of groups needs to be known. Since the assumptions
are the same for both alternatives, we will only discuss implementation details.
HashBinGroup
Implementation This algorithm, outlined in Figure 6(a), extends the NLBinGroup operator. It is formulated in terms of predicate <.
First, all groups are identified using a hash table (l|e1 | time). Before matching the tuples
from the aggregation input, these groups are sorted according to the predicate (O( |ef1 | lg |ef1 | )
time). This can be done in a separate array in which the items in the hash table are referenced. In the matching phase binary search is employed to find the closest group that
still matches with the predicate (O(|e2 | lg |ef1 | ) time). Aggregation is done using function α.
To compute the final result, one walk backwards through the array visits each group ( |ef1 |
time). First, the aggregated values of distinct groups are combined using function β. Then,
function γ computes the final result of the group. One must be careful not to destroy the
aggregated result of the previous group when applying function γ. The overall complexity
can be found in Fig. 3.
TreeBinGroup
Implementation In an alternative implementation shown in Figure 6(b), we use a balanced
search tree (e.g. a Red-Black-Tree) to identify all groups (O(|e1 | lg |ef1 | ) time). The search
tree structure implies the inclusion of groups. Thus, no sorting is needed after this step.
Matching of tuples is done by a lookup in the search tree (O(|e2 | lg |ef1 | ) time). When a
8

Open
1 open e1
2 for T ← next e1
3
do G ← HT.Lookup(T )
4
if G does not exist
5
then G ← HT.Insert(T )
 initialize group
6
ζ α (G )
7 close e1
8 sort groups by matching
predicate of e1
9 open e2
10 for T ← next e2
11
do G ← minimal group in
≤-Table ≥ T
12
G ← α(G , T )
13 close e2
14 htIter ← ≤-Table.Iterator
Next
 next group in the ≤-table
1 if G ← htIter .Next
2
then G ← β(G, successor(G))
3
return γ(G)
4
else return

7
8
9

open e2
while T ← next e2
do G ← minimal group in
RB-Tree ≥ T
G ← α(G, T )
close e2
G ← RB-Tree.Maximum

10
11
12

Next
1 if G 6= RB-Tree.Minimum
2
then G ← β(G, RB-Tree.Succ(G))
3
G′ ← γ(G)
4
G ← RB-Tree.Pred(G)
5
return G ′
6
else return
Close
1 RB-Tree.CleanUp

Close
1
2

Open
1 open e1
2 for T ← next e1
3
do if == RB-Tree.Lookup(T )
4
then G ← RB-Tree.Insert(T )
 initialize group G
5
ζα (G)
6 close e1

HT.Cleanup
≤-Table.CleanUp
(a) HashBinGroup

(b) TreeBinGroup

Fig. 6. Pseudo code of HashBinGroup and TreeBinGroup

group cannot be found, matching and aggregation is done on the last node in the tree
that was visited. As with the previous algorithm, a backward traversal through the tree is
done to aggregate the final result for each group using function γ ( |ef1 | time). The resulting
complexity is summarized in Fig. 3.

Comparison of the Implementations Figure 7 resumes with the example in Section 2 to trace
the evaluation of HashBinGroup and TreeBinGroup showing the state after open. Note
that the groups must be sorted to find the closest matching group for aggregation with
function α. This is achieved either by sorting the groups in the hash table or implicitly
during insertion into the binary search tree. Each tuple stores the value of the grouping
attribute and the aggregated result for the group. The result of the final walk backwards
through the ≤-table computes the final result using function β and γ.
When we compare the complexity formulas we observe that sorting is dominant in HashBinGroup, and insertion is dominant in TreeBinGroup. Note that in both cases, we can
remove duplicates during insertion. The hash-based implementation removes duplicates before sorting. In contrast, lookup of all items in e1 in the balanced search tree demands
O(|e1 | lg |ef1 | ) time. This gives the hash-based implementation a potential advantage. On the
other hand, the hash-based implementation does not degrade nicely when the collision lists
on the hash table are not bounded by a constant any more. This can lead to linear search
time in the collision lists (l ∈ O(|e1 |), where l is the size of the collision list). Thus, the
hash-based implementation depends on a good hash function.
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R2
A2 B
1 2
1 3
2 4
2 5
(a) Input data

R1
A1
1
2
3

(R1 )Γa;A1 ≤A2 ;sum(B) (R2 ) (R1 )Γa;A1 ≤A2 ;sum(B) (R2 )
A1
a
A1
a
1
h[1, 5]i
1
h[1, 14]i
2
2
h[2, 9]i
h[2, 9]i
h[3, 0]i
h[3, 0]i
3
3
(b) HashBinGroup

(R1 )Γa;A1 ≤A2 ;sum(B) (R2 )

(R1 )Γa;A1 ≤A2 ;sum(B) (R2 )

h[2, 9]i

h[2, 9]i

h[3, 0]i
h[1, 14]i
(c) TreeBinGroup

h[1, 5]i

h[3, 0]i

Fig. 7. Example for the evaluation of HashBinGroup and TreeBinGroup

Open
1 open e1
2 open e2
3 ζα (GT )

Open
1 open e1
2 open e2

 initialize group tuple

Next
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

if G ← next group in e1
then while T ← next e2
do if p(G, T )
then G ← α(G, T )
close e2
open e2
return γ(G )
else return

Next
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Close
1 close e1
2 close e2

(a) SortBinGroup

if G ← next group in e1
then copy group attributes of
G into GT
while (T ← next e2 ) ∧
p(GT , T )
do GT ← α(GT, T )
 keep aggregated result in GT
G ← γ(GT )
return G
else return

Close
1 close e1
2 close e2
(b) LTSortBinGroup

Fig. 8. Pseudo code of SortBinGroup and LTSortBinGroup

3.6

Implementations of Binary Grouping on Sorted Input

When the grouping input or the aggregation input is sorted, we can improve the algorithm
NLBinGroup.
SortBinGroup
Assumptions First, we assume that only the grouping input is sorted.
Implementation Figure 8(a) presents the pseudo code for this algorithm. With sorted grouping input, groups can be detected efficiently because only subsequent tuples need to be
compared (line 1 in Next). This can be done in constant space.
Matching the tuples of the aggregation input can be done with an algorithm similar to a
1:N sort-merge join, i.e. a sort-merge join algorithm that assumes that no duplicates occur
on the left input. In the general case of an arbitrary predicate, the aggregation input needs
10

to be scanned once for each group. This is done in O( f1 |e1 ||e2 |) time. It is also the reason
for having no assumptions on the sortedness of the aggregation input.
Since the algorithm iterates through each group and matches all tuples from the aggregation input, groups does not have to be combined. Thus, the aggregation function need not
be decomposable.
LTSortBinGroup
Assumptions In addition to the assumptions of the previous algorithm, we now assume a
antisymmetric and transitive predicate (e.g. <, or ≥). Both inputs need to be sorted. The
direction of sorting depends on the predicate used. For example, for predicates < and ≤
both inputs need to be sorted in descending order, for > and ≥ in ascending order. No
restrictions apply to the aggregation function.
Implementation These assumptions allow us to scan both inputs only once resulting in a
time complexity of |e1 | + |e2 |. Each group resumes aggregation on the aggregated result of
the previous group. For aggregation, we always use function α. The result of finalizing a
group using function γ is stored in a separate tuple, so that the current value of aggregation
is not destroyed (cf. line 5 in Next). The algorithm stated in Figure 8(b) is formulated in
terms of < or ≤ as predicates.

4

Experiments

To compare the different implementations of the binary grouping operator, we vary the
parameters of the expression e1 Γg;A1 θA2 ;f e2 , i.e. function f , predicate θ and both input
expressions e1 and e2 .
From the universe of possible predicates, we investigated the predicates < and 6= to
measure the possible improvements by using more efficient algorithms.
Since different aggregate functions will not fundamentally change the results of our experiments, we restricted ourselves to the aggregate function sum. This function is decomposable
and reversible, which is a prerequisite for some of the efficient algorithms.
We implemented all algorithms in a prototype run-time system using GCC C++ version
3.3.4. For hash tables we used the STL hash map. All queries were executed five times on
an Intel Pentium M with 1.4 GHz and 512MB RAM running Linux with 2.6.8 Kernel. The
average time of all executions was plotted. Query execution was aborted when the query
demanded more than 10 minutes of elapsed time.
4.1

Data Set

The cardinality of the input sequences e1 and e2 ranged between 128 and 8388608. The
largest data set contained 63MB of data. The input for a query was loaded into main memory
before executing the queries. The time consumed for this was subtracted from all measured
times. Each input tuple consumed approx. 30 bytes of main memory – including overhead
by the memory manager of the operating system. Hence, the largest dataset consumed all
physical memory for the input data. In each query both the grouping input e1 and the
aggregation input e2 were of equal size. We used different types of distributions for the
input to investigate their impact on the performance of the different algorithms. The input
data consisted of random numbers.
uniform distribution which might contain duplicates
normal distribution for input of size x, we used µ = x/2 and σ = x/4, and the values in
the input were constrained to the range [1, x]
Zipf distribution with parameter z in the range [0.2, 2.0] in steps of 0.2. Again the range
of values is constrained to the range [1, x]
sorted input in ascending order without any duplicates
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4.2

Measurements

Since hash-based algorithms do not require sorted input on the grouping attributes, we start
with discussing these algorithms. In our comparisons of the sort-based algorithms we use
the hash-based algorithms to benchmark the sort-based algorithms again.
The left column of most figures in this section contains the elapsed time, and the right
column contains the CPU time. Each row in a figure shows the execution times for one
distribution of the aggregation input.
Hash-Based Algorithms In the first experiment we investigate the performance of the algorithm EQBinGroup compared to the naive evaluation using Nested and NLBinGroup.
Figure 9 summarizes these results. All experiments used uniformly distributed grouping
input.
The measurements consistently reveal the following characteristics: NLBinGroupNested
is surprisingly slow – up to 10 times slower than nested evaluation using Nested. This is due
to high overhead of the iterator implementation of the hash table we used which demanded
almost 1/3 of CPU cycles. In addition, twice the number of L1 cache misses (read and write)
were counted. When we loop over all groups in the hash table and execute the nested query
for each group, the execution time decreases almost to the level of Nested. We think this
is counter intuitive because traversing the main-memory hash table should be substantially
faster than executing a possibly complex query expression.
As expected, the execution time of EQBinGroup is less by orders of magnitude. The
drastic improvement is caused by the linear runtime developed in the complexity formula:
both inputs need to be evaluated only one time.
Because NLBinGroup and EGBinGroup materialize the groups in main memory, their
advantage in performance melts when they run out of physical main memory. Swapping
memory pages consumes additional CPU time, and elapsed time increases steeper for more
than 4 million groups.
Figure 10 compares the execution times with predicate > of the algorithms Nested,
NLBinGroup, HashBinGroup, and TreeBinGroup. Again, these algorithms were executed with uniformly distributed grouping input of different size. Both the grouping input
and the aggregation input contained the same number of tuples.
The nested-loop-based algorithms perform orders of magnitude slower than both HashBinGroup and TreeBinGroup. For the same reasons as before, Nested performs better
than NLBinGroup.
Both HashBinGroup and TreeBinGroup perform faster than the naive algorithms by
orders of magnitude. Since they materialize the groups in the hash table, their performance
degrades when main memory gets scarce — in our experiments this happens for input sizes
larger than 4 million items. While the CPU time degrades only slightly, elapsed time is
affected more because of swapping memory in and out.
In our experiments HashBinGroup executes faster than TreeBinGroup. Profiling revealed that insertion into the hash table and sorting together turns out to be cheaper than
insertion into the red-black-tree. On the other hand, binary search during lookup is more
expensive with the hash-based implementation. But in total, an advantage for HashBinGroup remains.
As already mentioned in Section 3, this advantage depends on the length of the collision
lists, the quality of the hash function, and the data distribution.
To investigate the sensitivity of skewed input, we executed both algorithms with skewed
aggregation input. Figure 11 gives the results of these experiments, showing that the narrower the distribution gets, the shorter the algorithms take for execution. The plots show
that TreeBinGroup performs more robust for this range of different distributions. Only
for larger input or for skewed data HashBinGroup performs better.
This observation suggests that lookup in the hash table in the presence of many duplicates is cheaper. Thus, preaggregation might be beneficial to shrink the input to the binary
grouping operator.
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Sort-Based Algorithms For predicate 6= and sorted grouping input, we compare Nested,
NestedSort, NLBinGroup, and EQBinGroup with SortBinGroup. The results from
the experiments are summarized in Figure 12.
Similar to uniformly distributed grouping input nested-loop-based algorithms – including SortBinGroup and NestedSort – perform poorly. The sort-based algorithms exploit
the sortedness of the grouping input, making it superior to the hash-based alternative NLBinGroup. However, the weakness of NLBinGroup is not as prominent here as in the
previous algorithms. In this scenario EQBinGroup is still the most efficient algorithm because of its linear run time. SortBinGroup is only a choice for arbitrary predicates.
For sorted grouping input, sorted aggregation input and predicate >, we can employ
all algorithms but EQBinGroup. Figure 13 shows again that nested-loop-based algorithms
perform poorly compared to the improved algorithms.
Among those, only LTSortBinGroup exhibits the sorted input, and thus performs
fastest. HashBinGroup and TreeBinGroup are about one order of magnitude slower than
LTSortBinGroup. This comes at no surprise when we compare the runtime complexities
we have deduced from the algorithms in Section 3. LTSortBinGroup is more efficient in
recognizing the groups. In addition, matching the aggregate input to these groups is more
efficient by exploiting the sortedness on both inputs. However, in our experimental setup
LTSortBinGroup also suffers from swapping memory pages.

Validation of the Complexity Formulas To verify our complexity formulas we employed
regression analysis. We based our analysis on the measured CPU time because the time
complexity we want to verify is a model for the computational effort of an algorithm. In our
analysis we restricted ourselves to sorted input on both inputs because all algorithms are
applicable in this setting.
We used linear regression on the observed CPU times for the algorithms with linear time
complexity. For HashBinGroup and TreeBinGroup we also applied linear regression
on the logarithmic values for the size and time values. For quadratic complexity functions
we utilized curve fitting for quadratic polynomials. In the regression models, the size x is
the independent variable, and the observed execution time is the dependent variable. We
simplified the regression models to use only one independent variable x = |e1 | = |e2 | which
conforms with our experimental setup.
The table below summarizes our results. For each algorithm we repeat the theoretical
time complexity as deduced in Section 3. The third column contains the results from the
regression analysis. With R2 we refer to the coefficient of determination, with −1 ≤ R2 ≤ 1.
Values of |R2 | close to 1 mean a close fit of the function computed during regression analysis
and the measured data.
Algorithm
Complexity
Regression
R2
l
Nested
5.27 · 10−8 · x2 −
0.99999871
f |e1 ||e2 |
7, 03 · 10−5 · x + 0.13
l
1
NLBinGroup
9, 28 · 10−8 · x2 −
0.99999961
f |e1 ||e2 | + (l + f )|e1 |
9.30 · 10−5 x + 0.10
HashBinGroup
(l + f1 )|e1 |+
0.98061024
x1.10 · 106.34
O(( |e1 | + |e |) lg |e1 | )
f

TreeBinGroup
EQBinGroup

|e1 |
f +

2

l(|e1 | + |e2 |) +

NestedSort

1
f |e1 ||e2 |

SortBinGroup

1
f |e1 ||e2 |

LTSortBinGroup

f

O((|e1 | + |e2 |) lg

|e1 |
f )

|e1 |
f

|e1 | + |e2 |
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x1.10 · 106.34

0.98046729

4.81 · 10−6 · x − 1.35

0.94482793

5.39 · 10−8 · x2 −
0.001 · x + 0.21
5.36 · 10−8 · x2 −
7.28 · 10−5 · x + 0.13
9.97 · 10−7 · x − 0.72

0.99999682
0.99999879
0.80008
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As the main result we observe that all regression formulas yield a coefficient of determination close to 1. The lower coefficient of determination for LTSortBinGroup can be
explained by the last data point which is caused by the overhead of page swapping. Thus,
regression analysis strongly supports the validity of our time complexity formulas. However,
the regression formulas for HashBinGroup and TreeBinGroup need further explaination.
As mentioned above, each measured time was transformed into double logarithmic space
with basis 10, i.e. for a time t measured for size x we get a tuple (log(x), log(t)). Let f (x) =
a·x+b be the linear function computed in the linear regression. Then the transformation back
gives 10a·log(x)+b = xa · 10b . These results are given in the table above. Since the dominant
term in the complexity formulas of HashBinGroup and TreeBinGroup is x log x. we
need to validate that our findings are a good approximation for this complexity formula.
x
≤ log(x + 1) ≤ x
Hence, we compute upper and lower bounds for x log x: We know that x+1
x
(cf. [6]). For the lower bound, we use x+1 ≤ log(x + 1), thus x < x log x for x > 1. For the
upper bound we use logb x = o(xa ) for some constant a > 0 – we choose b = 1. Thus, we can
deduce x log x = o(x1+a ). A change into basis 2 for the logarithm only changes the constants
involved. Summarizing, our results validate the complexity formulas deduced in Section 3.

5

Extensions

In this section we show how our implementations can be extended to support other bulk
types. Also, we explain how the restrictive conditions on the predicates for the algorithms
EQBinGroup, HashBinGroup, TreeBinGroup, and LTSortBinGroup can be relaxed.
5.1

Supporting Different Bulk Types

The implementations and the experiments are based on totally ordered sets as bulk types.
In this section, we review how other bulk types can be supported.
The hash tables used in the binary grouping operators remove duplicate values on groups.
For bags and sequences, it is necessary to keep duplicate values, which can be done by keeping
a list of duplicates for each group or appending duplicates to the collision list of the bucket
in the hash table. While the first alternative results in faster lookups, the data structures
need to be modified to handle these lists of duplicates. In the second alternative f in the
complexity formulas becomes 1.
In both cases the insert and lookup functions of the hash tables can be modified to
accommodate this change. Function insert must ignore duplicate groups. A series of calls to
function lookup must successively return the matching groups. E.g. an iterator can be applied
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Open
1 open e1
2 ζα (GT )
3 while T ← next e1
4
do
5
G ← HT.Insert(T )
6
ζα (G)
7 close e1
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

open e2
while T ← next e2
do while G ← HT.Lookup(T )
do
G ← α(G , T )
if predicate is 6=
then GT ← α(GT, T )
close e2
htIter ← HT.Iterator

Fig. 14. EQBinGroup with bag or sequence semantics
R
AB
1 a
1 b
2 b

S
CD
1 b
1 c
2 b
2 c

Fig. 15. Example data

for this purpose. The algorithms we presented must be adjusted such that aggregation is
done on each member of the group. Fig. 14 shows how, e.g. EQBinGroup needs to be
changed. In line 5 all groups are inserted regardles of duplicates and in line 10 all those need
to be retrieved from the hash table. The functions Next and Close remain unchanged.
Order-preserving implementations can be supported by recording the insertion order of
groups into the hash table or the search tree. This can either be achieved by keeping a linked
list with pointers to the inserted tuples or by directly linking the groups in the hash table.
When the aggregated result is returned, this linked structure is traversed.
5.2

Multiple Conjunctive Clauses

We have already mentioned that the algorithm for EQBinGroup assumes that all clauses
in the conjunctive predicate are of the same type. To see the necessity for this restriction,
consider the two tables R and S in Figure 15.
Let us first investigate the effect of conjunctive predicates on EQBinGroup. Consider
the nested expression
R1 := χct:count(σA=C∧B6=D (S)) (R)
The result of this expression is given in Figure 16(a). According to the definition of the
binary grouping operator the equivalent expression using this operator is
R2 := (R)Γct;A=C∧B6=D;count (S)
To see why we cannot apply the algorithm EQBinGroup blindly we show in Figure 16(b)
the intermediate result after matching all tuples but before computing the final result for
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R2
B
ct
a h[1, a, 0]i
b h[1, b, 1]i
b h[2, b, 1]i
h[ , , 4]i
(b) Wrong: after open

R1

A
1
1
2

AB
ct
1 a h[1, a, 2]i
1 b h[1, b, 1]i
2 b h[s, b, 1]i
(a) Nested

R2
AB
ct
1 a h[1, a, 4]i
1 b h[1, b, 3]i
2 b h[2, b, 3]i
(c) Wrong: final result

R2
B
ct
a h[1, a, (2) 2]i
b h[1, b, (2) 1]i
b h[2, b, (2) 1]i
h[ , , 4]i
(d) Correct: final result
A
1
1
2

Fig. 16. Conjunctive symmetric predicates

each group using function β −1 . The last row in the table is the auxiliary tuple that aggregates
all tuples. As you can see in Figure 16(c) this leads to the wrong final result because we
cannot subtract the aggregated result of a subgroup (e.g. with attribute value of A = 1)
from the aggregated result over all groups.
We propose the following solution: When any clause in the conjunctive predicate is an
equivalence relation, we match groups only using the attributes involved in all conjuncts
containing equivalence relations. Only for matching individual subgroups, we use the complete predicate. In this sense the clauses that are not an equivalence relation form a residual
predicate. In this case, we need not combine results of individual groups with the auxiliary
aggregation tuple. Note that this solution works for arbitrary residual predicates.
Resuming with the example, Figure 16(d) shows the content of the hash table after
matching all tuples. In the column ct the numbers in the parenthesis are the number of
tuples that matched the subgroup (e.g. 2 for A = 1 and 2 for A = 2). The last value in
the last column is the final result of aggregation. It is computed by matching within the
subgroup using the residual predicate. We need not apply function β −1 because matching
the groups was done with an equality predicate.

T1
A B ct
1 a 2
1 b 1
2 b 0
(a) Nested

T2
AB
ct
1 a h[1, a, 0]i
1 b h[1, b, 2]i
2 b h[2, b, 0]i
(b) Wrong: after open

T2
AB
ct
1 a h[1, a, 1]i
1 b h[1, b, 1]i
2 b h[2, b, 0]i
(d) Correct: after open

T2
AB
ct
1 a h[1, a, 2]i
1 b h[1, b, 2]i
2 b h[2, b, 0]i
(c) Wrong: final result

T2
AB
ct
1 a h[1, a, 2]i
1 b h[1, b, 1]i
2 b h[2, b, 0]i
(e) Correct: final result

Fig. 17. Conjunction of antisymmetric predicates

A similar problem and solution must be used for antisymmetric predicates. For TreeBinGroup, HashBinGroup, and LTSortBinGroup, we restricted the predicate only to
one clause. To see why multiple conjunctive clauses must be handled carefully, we use the
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data in Figure 15 again. Consider the following example expression:
T1 := χct:count(σA<C∧B<D (S)) (R)
The correct result for this expression is shown in Figure 17(a). Using the binary grouping operator, we would expect that either TreeBinGroup, HashBinGroup, or LTSortGroup
should produce the correct result.
T2 := (R)Γct;A<C∧B<D;count (S)
Restricting ourselves to the evaluation of HashBinGroup, Figure 17(b) shows the intermediate result after matching all tuples, and Figure 17(c) contains the final result. Naive
application of either algorithm stumbles over the same obstacle that we have identified for
EQBinGroup: Both algorithms will not find the closest match that satisfies the predicate.
In the example the third tuple of S does not match with the first tuple of R, but with the
second.
The solution is the same as for conjunctive predicates containing clauses with equivalence relations: For matching groups we may only use one pair of attributes. The remaining
attributes must be applied as residual predicates in the same way as it is done in a B-Tree
index. Figure 17(d) and 17(e) trace the steps of the algorithms to the correct solution. In
the example A < C is used to find the closest group. Only within the group the residual
predicates are applied. This modification results in the closest possible match and to the
correct result.
Note that these extensions can be incorporated into the hash tables discussed before.
Finding the correct hash bucket is done with the same hash function. But we employ a
compare function for identifying groups and a compare function for matching individual
tuples. The latter extends the first by the residual predicate. In addition to that, the hash
table then needs to support duplicates.

6

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to investigate efficient implementations
for binary grouping. Only one implementation corresponding to the NLBinGroup was
presented so far [2].
However, previous work justifies the importance of binary grouping. Slightly different
definitions of it can be found in [2, 21, 4]. Only [4] describes possible implementations. These
papers enumerate use cases for binary grouping. In this paper we propose efficient implementations of binary grouping and evaluate their efficiency.
In addition, implementation techniques known for other operators apply for the binary
grouping operator as well. The idea of merging the functionality of different algebraic operators to gain efficiency is well known. In [23] query patterns for OLAP queries are identified.
One of these patterns — a sequence of grouping and equi-join — is similar to the implementation of the binary grouping operator. Sharing hash tables among algebraic operators was
proposed in [13].
Our work also relates to work comparing sort-based and hash-based implementations
of algebraic operators [8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 20]. However, they concentrate on implementations
of equijoins. Non-Equality joins have been studied first in [9]. A generic framework for
Non-Equality joins is described in [7] where an appropriate index structure is employed for
partioning and matching. Using e.g. a B+-tree for partitioning and probing is similar to the
idea of the algorithm TreeBinGamma.
We presented main-memory implementations of the binary grouping operator. Implementation techniques that materialize data that does not fit into main memory can be applied
to the binary grouping operator. We refer to [1, 7, 10, 16, 17] for such proposals.
Our implementations are orthogonal to the optimization techniques for queries containing
grouping [22, 3, 24]. When pushing grouping before a join is not possible, our algorithms can
be used to improve query execution.
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Full support of binary grouping in query optimizers requires algebraic equivalences that
hold for this operator. [2, 5] present algebraic equivalences in an unordered context. Which
of these equivalences hold on sequences is not yet investigated. Binary grouping can also
benefit from preagregation as proposed by Larson [18].

7

Conclusion and Future Work

Binary grouping is a powerful operator to evaluate analytic queries [2] or to unnest nested
queries [5, 19]. We have introduced, analyzed, and experimentally evaluated main memory
implementations for binary grouping. Further, we have identified the conditions under which
each algorithm is applicable.
We summarize algebraic equivalences that can be incorporated into query optimizers for
deriving efficient query evaluation plans. Possible extensions of our algorithms to bags or
sequences have been presented. The results show that query processing time can be improved
by orders of magnitude, compared to nested evaluation of the query. Hence, binary grouping
is a valuable building block for database systems that support grouping and aggregation
efficiently.
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